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For the problem max{Z(S): S is an independent set in the matroid X}, it is well-known that 
the greedy algorithm finds an optimal solution when Z is an additive set function (Rado- 
Edmonds theorem). Fisher, Nemhauser and Wolsey have shown that, when Z is a nondecreasing 
submodular set function satisfying Z(0) = 0, the greedy algorithm finds a solution with value at 
least half the optimum value. In this paper we show that it finds a solution with value at least 
l/(1 + a) times the optimum value, where a is a parameter which represents the ‘total curvature’ 
of Z. This parameter satisfies 0 I (~5 1 and a = 0 if and only if the set function Z is additive. Thus 
the theorems of Rado-Edmonds and Fisher-Nemhauser-Wolsey are both contained in the bound 
l/(1 +a). We show that this bound is best possible in terms of (Y. Another bound which 
generalizes the Rado-Edmonds theorem is given in terms of a ‘greedy curvature’ of the set func- 
tion. Unlike the first bound, this bound can prove the optimality of the greedy algorithm even 
in instances where Z is not additive. A third bound, in terms of the rank and the girth of X, 
unifies and generalizes the bounds (e- 1)/e known for uniform matroids and + for general 
matroids. We also analyze the performance of the greedy algorithm when X is an independence 
system instead of a matroid. Then we derive two bounds, both tight: The first one is 
[1 - (1 - a/K)“]/a where K and k are the sizes of the largest and smallest maximal independent 
sets in X respectively; the second one is l/(p+a) where p is the minimum number of matroids 
that must be intersected to obtain X. 
1. Introduction 
Many problems in combinatorial optimization can be written in a natural way as 
max{Z(S): SEX} (1.1) 
where X is a family of subsets of a finite set N and Z is a set function defined on 
{S c N) . The family X is called an independence system if 
SEXand TcS * TEX. (1.2) 
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The sets in X are often called independent sets. If furthermore 
S,T~Xarrd ITI+l=IS * ZjcS- T such that TU{ j} EX, 
(1.3) 
then the family X is called a matroid. See [12], [lo]. 
For a set function Z, we define the discrete derivative at SC N in direction j E N 
as Q,(S) = Z(SU {j>) - Z(S). The set function Z is said to be submodular if 
TcSCN * Qj(T)ZQj(S) for all HEN-S. (1.4) 
A greedy (or steepest ascent) algorithm comes naturally to mind when X is a 
matroid (or an independence system) and when Z is submodular. 
Greedy Algorithm. Start with the empty set. Then recursively add to the current 
solution set S an element j with the largest discrete derivative @j(S) among all 
j E N- S such that S U {j} E X and @j(S) 20. Stop when no such element exists. 
Well-known examples of problems fitting the framework (1.1) include: 
(1.5) The problem of finding a maximum weight independent set in a matroid: X 
is a matroid and Z is additive (i.e., @j(S) =Q~, a constant independent of S). Then 
the greedy algorithm finds an optimal solution (Rado-Edmonds theorem) [3]; a 
common application occurs when the independent sets are the forests of a graph 
191, POI. 
(1.6) A simple plant location problem [2]: X is a uniform matroid (i.e. X= 
(ScN: JSJsK}) and Z is a nondecreasing submodular set function with Z(0) = 0. 
Then the greedy algorithm finds a solution with a value which is guaranteed to be 
at least (e - 1)/e times the optimum value [2], [ 111, where e is the base of the natural 
logarithms. 
(1.7) The problem of finding a set of maximum weight in the intersection of two 
matroids: X is one of the two matroids and, for all S c N, Z(S) is the maximum 
weight over all sets TC S which are independent in the second matroid. Then the 
greedy algorithm guarantees a solution within 50% of the optimum [5]. 
These are three examples where the feasible set is a matroid. Although the bound 
guaranteed by the greedy algorithm is different in each case we believe that these 
results can be unified. For example, we will show that the bounds (1.6) and (1.7) 
are the two extreme values of a bound expressed in terms of the cardinalities of the 
smallest infeasible and largest feasible sets. These parameters are called the girth and 
the rank of the matroid X respectively. We will also show that the bounds (1.5) and 
(1.7) are the two extreme values of a bound expressed in terms of a parameter re- 
flecting the ‘total curvature’ of the function Z (see definition below). 
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It will be convenient to assume that, in (1. l), the objective function is nondecreas- 
ing and satisfies Z(0) = 0. (As in [l 11, general submodular set functions can be 
handled by using an appropriate performance measure; however, with the above 
assumption, the greedy performance will simply be given as a percentage of the op- 
timum value.) Nondecreasing submodular set functions such that Z(0) = 0 are sub- 
additive (i.e. Z(S) + Z(T) 2 Z(SU T) VS, TC N). They arise in location theory and 
more generally in economic problems where the marginal profit QJS) of perform- 
ing a new action j once a set S of actions is already undertaken is nonincreasing 
with respect to S. They have also been used to measure consumer satisfaction [8]. 
In the maximum weight forest problem [see (1.5)] it is sometimes more realistic to 
assume that the objective function is submodular rather than just additive. Three 
other examples from the mathematical programming literature can be found in [ 111. 
An example which may be little known occurs in network flow theory. Given a net- 
work with edge capacities, a source s and a set N of sinks, let Z(S) be the maximum 
flow from s to a subset S of sinks. Obviously the set function Z is nondecreasing 
and Z(0) = 0. Fulkerson liked to ask whether Z is submodular in his course on net- 
work flows. It is left here as an exercise. 
The total curvature of a nondecreasing submodular set function is 
a=max @jCO)-@jtN- {j)> 
JGN' i @j (8 1 
where N*= { jeN: eJO)>O}. Note that a can vary between 0 and 1 and that a= 0 
if and only if Z is additive. In Section 2 we prove that the greedy algorithm finds 
a solution with a value which is guaranteed to be at least l/(1 + a) times the op- 
timum value for problem (1.1) when X is a matroid and Z is a nondecreasing sub- 
modular set function with Z(0) = 0 and total curvature (Y. This bound generalizes the 
Rado-Edmonds theorem, see (1.5), as well as the bound (1.7), obtained when cr = 0 
and (x= 1 respectively. We show also that the bound l/(1 +cr) is best possible in 
terms of Q. 
Let S’=OCS’C ... cSK be the sets which are successively constructed in the 
course of the greedy algorithm (SK is the greedy solution). We define the greedy 
curvature of Z as 
oo= max max @JOL;(z(Si)l 
OrtsK-1 jeN' i J 
where N’=N*n{ jeN-S’: S’U{j} EX). Note that (Y~I(Y, the total curvature of 
Z. Note also that aG can equal 0 even when Z is not additive. In Section 3 we prove 
that the greedy algorithm finds a solution with a value which is guaranteed to be 
at least (1 - oo) times the optimum value of problem (1. l), again with the assump- 
tions that X is a matroid and that Z is nondecreasing, submodular and Z(0) = 0. 
Note that when aG =0 we can guarantee the optimality of the greedy algorithm 
even though the objective function may not be additive. 
In Section 4 we give a bound which depends only on the matroid X. Let K be the 
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rank of X, i.e. the common cardinality of the maximal independent sets and let 
(h+ 1) be its girth, i.e. the cardinality of a smallest dependent set. We prove the 
following tight bound. The value of a greedy solution is at least half the optimum 
value if K z2h and at least 
[I-$(E$yh-K] times the optimum value 
if K<2h. Our bounding method is based on the weak duality theorem of linear pro- 
gramming in the same spirit as [ 1,111. More precisely we decompose the greedy solu- 
tion Zo=~,+e~+... + eK where ,oi I 0. Then we find inequalities relating the op- 
timum value Z* to this decomposition, say AQ L Z*, where Q is the column vector 
of ei’s and A is a matrix. Now find 7~10 such that 7~4 se where e is a row vector 
with K ones. We have 
providing a bound on the greedy solution. To show that the bound is tight we give 
a family of examples which achieve it. The originality of our system AQL Z* is that 
it incorporates simultaneously information on the objective function 2 and on the 
matroidal structure of the feasible set. 
Examples of independence systems are quite common in 0,l programming. In 
fact, given a nonnegative matrix A, the family of 0,l vectors that satisfy Axsb is 
an independence system (here we identify a set S and its incidence vector xj= 1 if 
j E S, 0 otherwise). Conversely any independence system is the solution set of such 
a 0,l program. 
Two bounds were proven in [5] regarding the greedy algorithm for problem (1.1) 
when X is an independence system and Z is a nondecreasing submodular set func- 
tion with Z(0) = 0. First it was shown that the greedy algorithm guarantees a solution 
value at least [l - ((K- l)/K)k] times the optimum value, where K and k are res- 
pectively the maximum and minimum cardinalities of a maximal independent set in 
X. The second bound is l/(p + 1) where p is the minimum number of matroids that 
one needs to intersect in order to obtain the independence system X. (The fact that 
any independence system can be expressed as the intersection of matroids is proved 
in 171.) When the set function Z is additive these two bounds can be sharpened to 
k/K and l/p respectively ([6], [7]). 
In Section 5 we show that, in terms of K, k and the total curvature of Z, the greedy 
algorithm guarantees a solution value at least equal to 
;[l-(yy] times the optimum value. 
This bound is tight for all 0< a z~ 1. Note that when we set a = 1 and cr-*O we get 
the bounds [l - ((K- 1)/I@] and k/K respectively. Note also that, when k= K, we 
get a result for the uniform matroid, namely the bound (1 - eP)/a; furthermore 
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this bound is best possible in terms of cr. In particular it is easy to see that it 
dominates the bound l/(1 + cy) for any 0 < cr < 1 since 
(I- e-O)/a> 1 - +a> l/(1 + a). 
In Section 6 we give a bound in terms of p and cr, namely the bound l/(p + (r). 
This generalizes the bounds l/(p + l), l/p and l/(1 + a) mentioned earlier in this 
introduction for different variations of problem (1.1). In fact the result is proved 
in the more general context max{Z(u): u EX} where Z is a nondecreasing sub- 
modular vector function and X is the intersection of p polymatroids. 
2. The hound l/(1 +GI) 
Let N be a finite set and Z: 2N+IR+ a nondecreasing submodular set function 
with Z(0) = 0. Given a set Q c N and an ordered set S = {j,, . . . , j,} c N, we define 
SO=0, s’= {jl, . . . . ji] for 1 silt, and 
a = max e,,(s’-‘)-e,,(s”ua) 
0 
r:/,ES’ i e,,w l) 1 
where S*= { ji E S- Q: ej,(S’-‘) >O). Note that ao<~, the total curvature of Z. 
Denote Q, =Q(S’-‘), i= 1, . . . , t. 
Lemma 2.1. 
Z(i?)IqI c e;+ c @i-t c eww. 
i j, ES-R I:/,tRnS wtR-S 
Proof. A simple consequence of the definition (1.4) is 
z(aus)~z(s>+ c e,(s). 
weR- s 
(2.1) 
By the definition of a0 
z(nus)=z(m)+ c @,,(QUP) 
lZJ,ESR 
rZ(Q)+(l-cr,) c @j. q 
I:J,GS-R 
In this section and the next two we assume that X is a matroid. We also assume 
that SK= { j, , . . . , jK} is the sequence chosen by the greedy algorithm. Note that SK 
is a base (i.e. a maximal set in X). A consequence of axiom (1.3) is that all the bases 
of X have the same cardinality. Recall the notation S’= {j,, . . . , j;} and ei = 
Qj,(S’-‘), i= 1, . . . . K. 
Lemma 2.2. The elements of any base QK= {CO , , . . . , oK} can be ordered so that 
~,,(S’-‘)se~, i= 1, . . . . K. Furthermore, if CO, EQKfl SK, then Oi = j;. 
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Proof. The lemma is proved by induction on i, for i = K, . . . , 1. Assume that the ele- 
ments oI satisfy the inequality e&S’-‘) i Q, for I > i, and let R’ = QK - {CO, : 1 > i} . 
Consider the sets S’-’ and 9’. By the matroid axiom (1.3), 5r~j~Qi - S’-’ such 
that S’-’ U (oi} EX. Since jj is the element chosen by the greedy algorithm, 
Q,,(S’-‘)<Q~,(S’-‘). Furthermore if ji~SZi we can set O; =ji. 0 
Let ZG be the value of a greedy solution and Z* the optimal .value of problem 
(1.1). 
Theorem 2.3. If X is a matroid and Z is a nondecreasing submodular set function 
with Z(0) = 0 and total curvature a, then 
Z%J- z*. 
l+a 
Proof. Let QK be an optimal solution and SK the greedy solution. By Lemma 2.1 
By Lemma 2.2, e,,(SK)~e,,(S’-‘)sei. Therefore, 
Z*5aOZG+ZG5(1 +a)Z’. q 
Corollary 2.4. The proof actually shows the stronger bound ZGzZ*/(l + ao). 
When a,,=O, the greedy algorithm finds an optimal solution. 
Corollary 2.5. When Z is additive (equivalently when a=O), the greedy algorithm 
finds an optimal solution (Rado-Edmonds Theorem). 
Corollary 2.6. ZG r+Z*. (See [5].) 
Corollary 2.7. Any two maximal sets in the intersection of two matroids have car- 
dinalities which are within a factor of 2 of each other. 
Remark 2.8. It is worth stressing the combinatorial spirit of the derivation of the 
bound l/(1 + a). This derivation is based on two observations, namely Lemma 2.2 
and the inequality (2.1). It is close to the classical proof of the Rado-Edmonds 
Theorem, where the additive version of Lemma 2.2 is used implicitly. 
Remark 2.9. The proof of Theorem 2.3 can be modified to yield a stronger bound: 
instead of OK and SK, consider QK and SK- ‘, Then, by Lemma 2.1 
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By Lemma 2.2, @w,(SK~‘)le,,(s’-l)lei for all i. Therefore Z*s(l +aO)ZG-aOeK. 
This proves the bound 
1 
ZG2- 
1 +a, 
z*+ -!?!J- @K. 
1 + czo 
(2.2) 
Corollary 2.10. I.Z*#O and ao#O or 1, then Z’>Z*/(l +ao) (a strict inequality). 
Proof. Assume that the inequality is not strict; then ~~‘0 as a consequence of 
(2.2). Then in every base there exists an element aK such that @,,(SK-‘) =O. 
Therefore e,,(o) = 0, since a0 < 1. The greedy and optimal solution values are not 
changed if we intersect the matroid X by the uniform matroid 
XKP’={T: j7j~K-1). The bound (2.2) becomes 
1 -z*+ 
1 +a0 
2Q,-,. 
0 
Again by our assumption we must have eK_ i = 0 and, by induction, ei = 0 Vi= 
1 , -a*, K. This would imply Z* = 0, a contradiction. 0 
Corollary 2.11. If Z*#O and a#0 or 1, then Z’>Z*/(l +a) (a strict inequality). 
Next we show that the bound l/(1 + a) is best possible in terms of a. In turn this 
implies that the bound l/(1 + ao) is best possible in terms of ao. 
Theorem 2.12. There exists an infinite family of problems such that 
1 
z+ - 
l+a 
Zi asK-+w 
where Z$ and Zi #O are respectively the greedy and optimal values of the Kth 
problem. 
Proof. When a=0 the bound is always tight, so there is nothing to prove. When 
a = 1, the result is already known [5]. So assume 0 < a < 1. 
Let N=(j, ,..., j,,c~i ,..., oK} and N’={j, ,..., jt,al ,..., o,} for t=l,..., K. 
We define X as the family of all the subsets S c N such that 
ISflN’jlt for t=l,...,K. (2.3) 
It is clear that X is an independence system, i.e. axiom (1.2) is verified. So to prove 
that X is a matroid it remains to show that axiom (1.3) holds. Let S, T E X be such that 
IT/+l=jS/. Th en S- T#0. Let e; E S- T be an element with largest index i, 
1 I is K, where e, denotes either jj or Cui. We will show that TU {e;} E X, namely that 
I(TU{ei})flN’ilt for t=l,..., K. Bythechoiceofe;, jSnN’lr((TU{e,})flN’/ for 
t L i. This implies 1 (TV {e,}) fl N’ 15 t for t 2 i, using the fact that S is independent 
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and (2.3). When t<i, (TU{e,})nN’= TnN’, so the inequality I(TU{ei})nN’~~t 
for t< i follows from the fact that T is independent. This shows TU {ei} EX as 
announced. 
Define the set function Z, for any ScN, as 
Z(S)=C{@i:jiES~+C{ej: UiES such that i= 1 or ji~l~S} 
+A C(ei:oiES such that iZ2 and j;_r@S} 
where 
e,= (1 -&‘a 
I 
1+a 
for i=l,...,K. 
This function is submodular, nondecreasing with total curvature a since 
if i I 2 and ji_ , $ S, 
and 
if i=l or ji_,ES, 
Now we compute the value of a greedy solution. The largest discrete derivative 
at 0 is @j,(0) = e,,(O) = e,,(0) = cr/(l + a). So the greedy algorithm can choose jr in 
the first iteration. Assume S’ = {jr, . . . , j,} has been chosen. Qj,+,(S’) =ej+ 1, 
S’U{wi}$X for ist and ~,,(s’)~~~+r for izt+l. So jr+l can be chosen next. 
The greedy solution SK = (jr, . . . , j,} has the value 
z;= 5 Q;Z 
,=I 
&[l -(l-a>K]. 
The optimal set is {co1 , w2, . . . , wK) and has value 
z;=1- & (1 -c#-1. 
This completes the proof. 0 
3. The hound (1-aG) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
Let S”=OcS1 c ... c SK be the sets which are successively constructed in the 
course of the greedy algorithm. Let PI’= (jefV- S’: S’U {j] EX and ~(0) >O}. 
The greedy curvature of Z is 
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aG= max max Qj(0)-@j(s’) . 
lslSK-1 /EN' @j(o) 1 
Note that the greedy curvature oG of 2 is defined with respect to X and that 
(Yo 5 a, the total curvature of 2. 
Theorem 3.1. If X is a matroid and Z a nondecreasing submodular set function with 
Z(0) = 0, then 
Z” K-l - 
Z* 
allot-- 
K 
(3.1) 
and this bound is tight for 0~ aG 5 l/K. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, ~,,(s’-‘)<Q;, i= 1, . . ..K. By the definition of czG, 
e&S’-‘)?(I -a&,,(0) for i=2, . . . . K. So the optimal value Z* satisfies 
Therefore Z’/Z*r 1 -aG+ac@i/Z*). Since Z*IKQ~, the validity of the bound 
(3.1) is proved. 
The fact that the bound can be achieved is shown by the following example. The 
matroid has K+ 1 elements and only one set is infeasible, namely the full set. The 
set function is defined by 
L IS1 if xl $ S, ‘(‘)= p+ ISl(l -p) if xi ES. 
It is easy to check that Z is nondecreasing and submodular for OS/~< l/K, that 
aG =p and that ZG/Z* = 1 - a,(K - 1)/K if the greedy algorithm chooses xi in the 
first iteration. 0 
Remark 3.2. The bound (1 - cxc(K- 1)/K) can easily be computed in the course of 
the algorithm. It gives an a posteriori bound on the quality of the greedy solution 
which can be tighter than the a priori bound l/1( +a). In fact it proves the opti- 
mality of the greedy algorithm when czG = 0, which occurs when Z is additive but 
may also occur for more general set functions. 
Corollary 3.3. If X is a matroid, Z a submodular set function and the greedy 
algorithm is such that ej(S’) = @j(0) for i = 1, . . . , K- 1 and all je Ni, then the 
greedy solution is optimum. 
Remark 3.4. Theorem 3.1 remains true if aG is replaced by the parameter 
a&= max 
@j(0)P@j(s"p') 
JEN-S" '.Q,(@>o @j(o) 
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or 
o;= max @j(O>-@jCN-{j}) 
/EN-{I,) i 1 @j(o) ’ 
Note that the parameters a& and ozG do not dominate each other. So the two 
vesions of Theorem 3.1 are interesting. It is also worth noting that 
4=max arr 
i 
@j,(o)-@j,(N-{jl)) 
G? 1 @,,(@I . 
However, the worst-case example of Theorem 3.1 works for erg but not for (Y. 
4. A bound in terms of the rank and the girth of the matroid 
Let S”=O, S’ , . . . , SK be the sequence of sets chosen by the greedy algorithm, 
and define Q, =Z(Sj) -Z(Sj-I>. Note that the greedy solution has the value 
Zo=@l+@2+...+@K. 
It has been shown in [l I] that Z is submodular and nondecreasing if and only if 
Z(Q><Z(IS)+ C @j(S) for all QSCN. 
jeR-S 
Let Q be an optimal solution. 
z*=z(fi)%z(S’)+ c @j(S’), Ost<K. (4.1) 
JER-S’ 
Let h+l be the girth of the matroid. For all t<h and J’EQ-S’, S’U{j} EX, and 
therefore Q~(S’)<Q,+ 1. Since js2 - S’ / I K, we obtain that Z* must satisfy the fol- 
lowing relationship: 
Z*s f: e;+Ke,+,, t=o, . . ..A- 1. (4.2) 
,=I 
For independence systems, it turns out that these constraints are the only essential 
ones in the analysis of the greedy heuristic, see [5]. For a matroid, however, the op- 
timal solution must satisfy another family of inequalities. 
Proposition 4.1. The elements of any basis of a matroid can be ordered 
(o,,w2, ..* , oK} so that, for any h 5 t 5 K, 
I 
@h if ish, 
@w,(~‘) s @i if h < i _= t, 
e,+l ifi>t. 
Proof. Consider the order defined in the proof of Lemma 2.2. Since Sip’ U {Wi} is 
independent, so is S’U {oi} for every t <i. Therefore, by the choice made in the 
greedy algorithm Q&S’) 5 er + I for i > t. 
For h<is t, Q,,(S’-‘)SQ~ by Lemma 2.2; this implies Q,,(S’)IIQi since 
S’-‘CS’. 
FinaIIy, for ish, QJS~-‘)SQ~ since She’ U (wi> is independent. Therefore 
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e,,(S’)r~~, as a consequence of the hypothesis h 5 t. 0 
Proposition 4.1 allows us to write the inequality 
,~~_~,e,(s’)~heh+eh+,+...+er+(K-t)e,+,, h<trK-1 
Combining the inequalities 4.1 and 4.3 we get: 
Z”IQ, + . ..+~h-1+(h+l)eh+2~h+.+~~~+2et+(K-t)e,+1 
for h I t 5 K - 1. We have just proved: 
Theorem 4.2. The following inequalities are valid: 
Z*r i ei+KQr+I, Ostrh- I. 
,=I 
h-l I 
Z*I c ei+(h+l)eh+ c 2e;+(K-t)e,+,, h<tsK-1. 
i=I r=h+l 
O~Q(-Q~+~, OstsK- 1. 
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(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
The inequality 4.6 for t = K- 1 is always dominated by the one corresponding to 
t = K- 2 and will be removed from the system. 
Now we use the bounding technique presented in the introduction. Thus, any 
slr0 which is a solution of the following system yields a bound Cr:,’ rcli for the 
performance of the greedy algorithm. 
n 
K 
1 
K 
1 K 
1 . . . 1 h+l K-h 
1 . . . lh+l 2 K-h-l 
. . 2 
. . 
. . 
1 . . . lh+l 2 2 
-1 
1 -1 
. . . 
0 
0 
3 
2 2 c 
0 
1 -1 
1 -1 
hth row 
(K- 1)st row 
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We decompose 7c into two vectors 71 = (u, u), where u = (ui : i = 1, . . . , K- 1) is as- 
sociated with the first (K- 1) rows of the above matrix and u = (u; : i = 1, . . . , K - 1) 
is associated with the remaining rows. 
K-1 
KU,+ C Ui+UiSl. (4.8) 
r=2 
K- I 
KU,+ C Ui+u,-uu,_lSl, 2~r<h-1. (4.9) 
I=(+, 
KU,+ c (h+l)u;+~~-u~~t~l. 
,=htl 
(4.10) 
K-I 
(K-t+l)u,+ c 2~;+v,-u,~~~l, h+l<t~K--1. (4.11) 
,=/+I 
To compute an analytic solution of this system, we consider two separate cases: 
K22h and Kc2h. 
When Kr2h, setting u;=O for l<i<K-2, Us_,=+, u;=+i for lsish- 1 and 
ui=O for hsisK- 1, we get a bound of value ). 
When K-c2h, we set uj=O for 2h-K-t l<isK-2 and vi=0 for l<ii2h-K 
and h 5 is K- 1. (Note that, in the cases h = K or K- 1, the whole vector u is set 
equal to 0 whereas no U, is. In these two cases the remaining system is triangular.) 
When h 5 K - 2, the remaining system is 
Ku, + ur+ 1 +*..+U,,_.+zQ_tSl, lstzs2h-K, 
u,_,sl-0,-1-u,, 
(h+l)z+_t(l+uUhpl, 
2h-K+lstsh-1, 
(4.12.t) 
t=h, 
2U,_,I 1, h+lst<K-1. 
We consider the solution 
, 1 sir2h-K, 
K-h 
UKpI=p 
K 
(when h<K-2) 
and 
v; = 
h(K - 2h + i) 
K 
, 2h-Ksish- 1. 
We now prove that this solution is feasible. When h< K-2, the inequalities 
(4.12.t) are verified for t 2 h + 1 as a consequence of the assumption K~2h. For 
2h -K+ 1~ ts h, the inequalities are satisfied with equality, i.e. when t = h 
(h+l)UK_I=(h+l)(K-h)=l+h(K-h-l)zl+Uh_I 
K K 
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and when 2h-K+ 1 strh- 1 
K-h 
-- 
UK-l- 
K 
=l-+_l-“~. 
The values ui, 1 ~i<2h - K, are obtained by solving at equality the triangular 
system (4.12.t), 1 I t 5 2h -K: 
Ku,+u,_,+ ...+uZh_K=(h/K)(=l -u,_,). 
(The cases h = K or K- 1 are also obtained by solving the corresponding triangular 
systems at equality.) 
Since (4.8) holds with equality, the value of the bound is 
K-l 
,~,u;=l-u,-(K-l)u,=l-X 
Note that the best bound which can be obtained from the system (4.8)-(4.11) is 
the optimal value of the linear program 
K-l 
max C Ui 
*=I 
(4.13) 
subject to (4.8)-(4.11) and ur0, u? 0. 
We claim that the solution derived in this section is indeed an optimal solution 
of (4.13). To check it, it suffices to exhibit a feasible solution of the dual linear pro- 
gram with the same objective value: 
min t @i 
i=l 
(4.14) 
subject to (4.5)-(4.7) with Z* set equal to 1 and ~20. 
We propose the following solutions: When K?2h, take Qi = 1/2h for 1 cis h 
and ei=O for h+lsisK. When K<2h, take 
ei= (K- 1)” 
K’ 
for l<i~2h-K, 
ei = (K- l)hpK 
KZh-K+ 1 for 2h-K+lsish, (4.15) 
@; = 0 for h-t 1sisK. 
The interested reader can verify for himself the feasibility of these solutions. The 
fact that Cr=, ei = + when Kr2h is obvious. When K<2h, 
and 
(geometric series) 
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Therefore 
Now we show that the bounds 
Kz2h, 
(4.16) 
ZG >l_h K-l 2h-K 
Z*- C-1 K K 
, Ks2h 
obtained above are tight; that is, we exhibit families of matroids and submodular 
nondecreasing set functions for which the greedy performance satisfies the above 
bounds with equality. We define a matroid on the set of elements denoted by 
BUAUT,where lBl=h, IAI=hl, ITI=K-h.TheelementsinBwillbethefirst 
elements chosen by the greedy algorithm, the elements in A will belong only to the 
optimal solution and the elements in T will be common to the greedy and the op- 
timal solution. Let’s define an independence system in the following way. The in- 
dependent sets are all the sets of size at most K not containing more than h elements 
in the set BUA. The sets of h elements in BUA are called critical sets. 
Proposition 4.3. The independence system is a matroid. 
Proof. It is the direct sum of two uniform matroids, [12]. It is also easy to check 
the matroid axioms (1.2) and (1.3). q 
We now examine the case K r2h and define a nondecreasing submodular set 
function Z which gives the worst case of 3. The subsets of A of a given cardinality 
will be indistinguishable, as far as the value of Z is concerned. So we will denote 
by A’ any subset of cardinality j. Similarly the subsets of BUT of a given car- 
dinality will be indistinguishable, so we will denote W’ c BU T any subset of car- 
dinality i. 
Z(0) = 0, 
z(W”u~J’)= s , ish, 
Z( W’UAQ = ; + & , i>h. 
Proposition 4.4. The function Z is submodular and nondecreasing. 
The proof is very easy. It is left to the reader. 
The set B can be chosen first by the greedy algorithm because the increment given 
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by any element XE B is not smaller than the increment given by any other element, 
when the set of elements has cardinality less than or equal to h (ties are broken ar- 
bitrarily). At stage h, the only elements which give a positive increment are the 
elements a EA, but they form circuits with the set B, because it is a critical set; 
therefore 
ZG=Z(BUT)=+. 
Since ITi =K-hzh, Z(TUA)=+++= 1. 
For the case K<2h, we use the matroid defined earlier. However, we need to par- 
tition the set Bin two subsets, one will still be denoted by B, the other by Y. Namely, 
let B be the set of the first 2h -K elements in the greedy solution, Y the set of the 
next K- h elements in the greedy solution, T the set of K- h elements common to 
the greedy and the optimal set, and A the set of h elements only in the optimal solu- 
tion. We denote by B’ c B, Wj c YU T and A”’ CA subsets of cardinality i, j and 
m, respectively. We consider the following function: 
l+T 
Z(B’U WiUAm)= C Qf+(q+m)ei+,+l 
ISI 
i+jsh, 
Zh-K 
Z(B’U WjUAm)= c e,+(K-h+m)@zh_K+l, i+jzh 
1=1 
where 
q=min[j,K-h], r=max[O,j-(K-h)] 
and et, 1 st<K, is given in (4.15). 
Note that the function is doubly defined when i+ j= h. It is easy to verify that 
the two expressions are then identical since j 2 K- h (a consequence of the fact that 
is2h - K). For the proof of our next theorem, we will find it useful to have both 
expressions available. 
Theorem 4.5. The function Z defined above is submodular and nondecreasing. 
The proof is straightforward, though somewhat long. Anyone interested can find 
the proof in the appendix. 
Again, the set B can be chosen first by greedy, because when B’c B and 
IEB-B~, we have@l(Bi)=@i+,, which is equal to the increment given by elements 
in YU T or in A. When all the elements in B have been added to the greedy solution, 
we have i=2h - K and the elements in Y give increments &h-K+ 1 because r is 
equal to zero. After that, elements in A give a positive increment, but BU Y is a 
critical set and the addition of an element in A would create a circuit. Therefore, 
only elements in T can be added, but since i+j= h, they give null increments. 
Therefore, we obtain 
ZG=Qr+ . ..+@zh-~+(K-h)@2h-~+1. 
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If we consider the solution TUA, the elements in T give increments of el, as well 
as the element in A. Therefore, 
And, by 4.16, 
Theorem 4.6. If X is a matroid with rank K and girth h + 1 and Z is a nondecreasing 
submodular set function with Z(0) = 0, then 
z”>l 
z*-2 
for K 2 2h, 
2” >l_’ K-l 2hPK 
Z*- (-> K K 
for K 5 2h, 
and these bounds are tight. 
5. A tight hound for independence systems 
In this section we consider instances of problem (1.1) where X is an independence 
system. As earlier we assume that Z is a nondecreasing submodular set function with 
Z(O)=O.LetS’=OandS’={j ,,..., j,}, t=l,..., I, be the successive sets chosen by 
the greedy algorithm. Note that k 5 15 K, where K and k are respectively the maxi- 
mum and minimum cardinality of a maximal set in X (K and k are sometimes called 
respectively the upper and lower ranks of X.) Recall that ei =@,,(S’- ‘) and that a 
denotes the total curvature of Z. (In this section cz could be replaced by a0 defined 
as in Section 2 with Q being an optimal solution and S being the set Sk.) 
Lemma 5.1. For any independent set Q and t = 0, . . . , k - 1, 
z(a)sa C e;+;:i~~ns’ei+(K-s)ei+~ 
i:j,cS’-R 
where s= IQnS’i. 
Proof. Follows from Lemma 2.1 and the observation that S’U {w} is independent 
as a consequence of the assumption t 5 k - 1. 0 
We will only use Lemma 5.1 when Q is an optimal solution. 
Consider the family y&a of all instances of problem (1.1) where X and Z have 
the given parameters K, k and a as defined above. For simplicity of notation we 
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write .Y= Y,,,_. For O_cs~k, let 1 <iI<... <i,sk be a sequence of integers and 
let F(il, . . . , i,)C 9 be the family of problems such that a greedy solution 
S’={jr,..., j,) has the elements ji,, . . . , Jim in common with an optimal solution 12. 
Note that when s = 0 the set of common elements is empty. 
Let ZG and Z* be the values of a greedy and optimal solution respectively. As 
a consequence of Lemma 5.1, for any problem in F(i,, . . . , is), ZG?B(il, . . . , i,)Z* 
where 
and 
B(i r,...,i,)=Min f ei subject to e;zO, i= 1, . . ..k 
,=I 
1 4 1s k 
K 
a 
K 
a K 
a 1 K-l 
al a 
: ; 
K-s+ 1 
1 K-S 
a 
. . 
a ... a 1 a . ..(Y i CY . . . a K-s 
@l 
e2 
t?k 
(5.1) 
Lemma 5.2. B(i, , . . . , is) 1 B(0) for any integer sequence 15 i, < .a. < is5 k. 
Proof. Assume ~2 1 and consider i, for 11~5s. For simplicity of notation we 
denote q= i,. First we show that Q~sQ~+, in some optimal solution of the linear 
program (5.1) associated with B(il, . . . , is). Assume not, i.e., assume that Q,>Q,+, . 
The inequalities q and q+ 1 of the system are 
and 
ael + e..+a~,_,+(K-r+l)~,rl 
oer + . ..+a@._,+e,+(K-r)e,+,zl. 
Note that the first of these two constraints is not tight. Decrease the value of e4 by 
E>O small enough so that the inequality remains feasible, and add e/(K - r) to e; 
for q+ 1 <irk. It is clear that this new solution is feasible. The objective value of 
the linear program is modified by (k-q)&/(K- r) - EIO since klK and qrr. 
Therefore .Q~ 1 e4 + , in some optimal solution of (5.1). 
Now assume q = i, < i,.+ , - 1. Denote by A the constraint matrix of the linear pro- 
gram (5.1) associated with B(il, . . . , i,_ ,,i,., ir+l, . . . . is) and by A’ the constraint 
matrix associated with B(il , . . . , r i _ 1, r i + l,&+r, . . . . is). A and A’ only differ by their 
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columns q and q + 1. Thus any vector Q which satisfies 1 <A@ and eq(eq+ 1 also 
satisfies 1 <A’@. This implies 
B(ir ,..., ir_r,irrir+, ,..., i,)rB(i, ,..., i,-l,i,+l,i,+, ,..., i,). 
Repeating iteratively this argument for all 1 I r5.s such that i, < i,, , - 1, we obtain 
B(i I, . . . . i,)zB(k-s+ l,k-s+2, . . . . k). 
Now let A, be the constraint matrix associated with B(k - s+ 1, k-s+ 2, . . . , k). 
Any vector Q which satisfies lsA,@ and .Q~-~+~sQ~-~+~s=..~Q~ also satisfies 
1 IA,+,Q. This shows 
B(k-s+l,k-s+2,...,k)rB(k-s+2,...,k)2...2B(k)=B(O). q 
Lemma 5.3. 
Proof. Consider the linear program (5.1) associated with B(0). Multiply the tth con- 
straint by 
1 K-a k-1 
-(--> K K 
and add all the constraints. 
Summing the geometric series we observe that the coefficients of ei equal 1 for 
every i= 1, . . . , k and that the left-hand side of the inequality equals 
as required. 0 
Theorem 5.4. If X is an independence system with upper rank K, lower rank k, and 
if Z is a nondecreasing submodular set function with Z(0) = 0 and total curvature 
a, then 
and this bound is tight for all 0 5 a 5 1 and ks K. 
Proof. The bound is valid as a consequence of Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 and the fact 
that F=u{F(i,,...,i,): l~i,<... < i, 5 k is a (possibly empty) integer sequence}. 
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The fact that the bound is tight is shown by the following worst-case examples. 
Let N=(j,,j, ,..., jK-i,ol ,..., oK} and let X be the family of all the subsets 
SCN which contain at most k elements if j, ES and at most K if jr $S, where 
k 5 K. Define 
for i=, K 
,.a., 9 
and consider the set function defined on the subsets of N as 
In this formula we allow t or u to take the value 0. The summation is taken to be 
0 if t =O. Therefore Z(0)=0. Note that 
This shows that the set function Z is submodular, nondecreasing and has total 
curvature a. 
The optimal solution of problem (1.1) is {wi, . . . , oK} with value 1. Since 
Q, = l/K, the greedy algorithm can choose j, in the first iteration. Assume it has 
chosen S’-l={j,,...,jj_,}. Then 
whereas 
@&- 1) = I _ a ‘i K K,=,e,=f-f l- 
[ 
So the greedy algorithm can choose the element jj in the ith iteration. The greedy 
solution has the value 
as required. tl 
Corollary 5.5 [.5]. 
Proof. Set a= 1 in the bound of Theorem 5.4. q 
Corollary 5.6 [6], [7]. If X is an independence system and Z is additive, then 
ZG > (k/K)Z*. 
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Proof. Let a-f0 in the bound of Theorem 5.4. The fact that (1 - cr/@* 1 -c&/K 
implies the result. 0 
Corollary 5.1. If X is a uniform matroid and Z has total curvature a, then 
z4[1-(yy]z*. 
Corollary 5.8 [2], [ 111. If X is a uniform matroid, then 
zq l-(y)K]z*. 
Proof. Set a= 1 in Corollary 5.7. 0 
Corollary 5.9. If X is a uniform matroid and Z has total curvature a, then 
Z~r 1 --e-a z*z l-‘x z*. 
(x ( 1 2 
Proof. For any integer K, ((K-u)/K)~s~~~. Therefore the bound follows from 
Corollary 5.7. Furthermore (1 - eP)/a > 1 - (~/2 for all 0 <a < 1. 0 
6. The hound l/(p+cr) 
The last result that we shall prove concerning problem (1.1) is the following. Let 
X be an independence system, p the minimum number of matroids that one needs 
to intersect in order to obtain X and Z a nondecreasing submodular set function 
with Z(0) = 0 and total curvature a. Then the greedy algorithm finds a solution with 
value ZGr Z*/(p+ a) where Z* is the optimal value. 
However we derive the bound l/(p+ a) for a more general model than (l.l), as 
an example of a possible extension of the results in this paper. 
Given a nonnegative vector u = (Uj : jEN), let 1 U1 = ClsN Uj* Given two vectors 
U, u E RN we define w = UVU as the vector of RN with components Wj = max(uj, Uj) 
for all j E N. An integral polymatroid is a pair (N, P) where N is a nonempty finite 
set and PC Ry is a finite family of integral vectors such that 
(i) o E P, u 5 o and u is a nonnegative integral vector =) u E P, and 
(ii) U,UEP and Iu( + 1= IuI *TTweP such that u<wsuVu. 
The vectors in P are called independent vectors. The concept of integral poly- 
matroid was introduced by Edmonds [4] as a generalization of matroids (obtained 
when P contains only 0,l vectors. Then the independent sets of the matroid are 
precisely the subsets of N whose 0,l incidence vectors belong to P.) An introduction 
to integral polymatroids can be found in [12]. A known property is that P can be 
written as 
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P= ~20 and integral: c XjIr(S), VSc N 
/ES 1 
where r is a nondecreasing integral submodular set function with r(0)=0. 
A vector function 2 : RN -+ IR, is submodular and nondecreasing if 
ei(0)2e;(U)LO for all ieN and u~uEP”, (6.2) 
where ei(u) = Z(o + ei) -Z(v) and ej is the unit vector whose component indexed by 
iEN is equal to 1. 
Given a nondecreasing submodular vector function Z, a generalization of pro- 
blem (1.1) is 
max{ Z(u): u E X} (6.3) 
where X is the intersection of p integral polymatroids. Note that, as a consequence 
of (6.1), the problem (6.3) can be written as 
max Z(x), 
Axsb, 
xr0 and integral, 
where A is a 0,l matrix. Conversely, for any 0, 1 matrix A, the problem (6.4) is 
equivalent to (6.3) where X is the intersection of a number of integral polymatroids. 
For example X= 0, Pi where Pi = {x> 0 and integral: a;xs b;}, ai is the ith row of 
A and b; is the ith component of b. 
A steepest ascent (or greedy) algorithm for solving problem (6.3) or (6.4) would be 
Greedy Algorithm 
Initialization: Set v” = 0 and t = 1. 
Step t: Find jtEN such that eji(U’-‘)=max(ej(u’-‘): o’-‘+ej~X}. If no such 
j, exists, stop. Otherwise set u’= o’- ’ +ej,, increment t by 1 and repeat Step t. 
In this section we assume Z(0) = 0. If we define ej =Q~,(v’- ‘), the value of the 
greedy solution vk is ZG = el + .*. +&, where k is the value of the parameter t when 
the greedy algorithm stops. In fact, k = r(N) as defined in (6.1). Note that the greedy 
algorithm defined above is not polynomial in jN [. 
Let m = (mi : i E N) where mj is the largest integer 1 such that the vector 2ej E X. 
Define the total curvature of Z with respect to X as 
(Y=max @j(")-@j(m-ej) 
JEW L Qj Co) 
where N*= {jeN: Qj(O)>O}. 
Theorem 6.1. Let X be the intersection of p integral polymatroids Pi, i= 1, . . ..p 
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and Z a nondecreasing submodular vector function with Z(0) = 0 and total curvature 
a. Then a greedy solution to problem (6.3) has a value ZG>Z*/(p+ a) where Z* 
is the optimal value. 
Proof. Consider an optimal solution o. We will write o = C/r; e(‘) where the e(‘)‘s 
are unit vectors, i.e. e(l) = ei(/) for some i(l) EN. Note that the same unit vector e; 
may appear several times in the summation, indexed by different values of 1. 
Let s’ be the vector obtained at iteration t of the greedy algorithm, t = 1, . . . , k. If 
101 > t, then we claim that, for all i, 
s’+ e(‘) E Pi for at least 10 1 - t of the vectors e(l). (6.5) 
This is proved by repeated use of axiom (ii) of the definition of integral poly- 
matroids: consider 0’5 o such that Io’1 = t + 1. By (ii), 2ecr) such that s’<s’+ e(l)5 
O’VS’. Now replace o by o-e(‘) and repeat the argument. Since it can be repeated 
1o.j - t times, the proof of the claim (6.5) is complete. A consequence of property 
(6.5) is that 
P 
if lol>pt, then s’ + e(‘)E n Pi for at least Iw I -pt of the vectors e(l). 
r=, 
(6.6) 
For any such 1, ei(t)(s’)%j+l, as a consequence of the choice made by the 
greedy algorithm. So the e(‘)‘s can be ordered so that 
Q~(,,(~‘)<Q~+~ for pt<iSp(t+ 1) and t=O,...,k- 1. (6.7) 
Note that kz Iwl/p as a consequence of (6.6). 
Let OAS~ be the vector whose jth component is min(wj, ST) and let 
LC{l,..., lol} be a set of indices such that ROAST= CltL e(l). Then 
Z(o) + (1 - a) i et5 Z(ovsk) + C ,oi(,)(sk) 5 Z(sk) + 
I 
‘5 ei(,)(sk). 
I=1 /EL I=1 
As a consequence of (6.7) 
Z(o)+(l -a) f e,s(l +P) i: et. 
/=I /=I 
Therefore Z*< (p + a)ZG as required. 0 
Appendix. Proof of Theorem 4.5 
Proposition. Let Q,, 15 n SK, be given in (4.15). The difference A@,+ 1-(A - l)e,, 
15 n 5 2h - K, is equal to ((K - A)/K)@,. 
Proof. 
A@ n+l_(A- lk?,= 
13(K-l)“-(Iz-l)K(K-l)“-’ 
K n+1 
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=n(K-l)-K(n-l)Q J-l 
K n 
ye,. 0 
We are now ready for the proof of the theorem: We prove 
Q,(S)~Q,(R)ZO, for each ScRCE, for each IEE-R. 
Case 1: IeB. 
(1 .a) i+j<h, j<K-h (note that r = 0, q = j), 
e,(B’UWjUAm)=~;+1+(j+m)ei+2-(j+m)ei+~, 
e/=(j+m)ei+z -(j+m- l)e;+l. 
From the above proposition, by substituting j + m for A, we get 
er = 
K-(j+m) 
K @;+I. 
Since j< K - h, rn I h, j + m <K, we have et > 0. Moreover, by lowering j or m or 
i, et cannot decrease. 
(1.b) i+j<h, j?K-h (note that q=K-h, r=j+(K-h)zO), 
e,(B’U WjUA”‘)=ei+,+1+(K-h+m)e;+,+z-(K-h+m)ei+,+1 
=(K-h+m)@i+,+2-(K-h- 1 +m)ei+,+,. 
Again, from the preceding proposition, by setting ,I = (K-h + m), we get: 
h-m 
er = 7 ei+,+1* 
Since Q;+,+, 20 and ml h, we get el>O. Moreover, if i or r or m decreases, ~1 in- 
creases and 
h-m K-(j+m) 
~ei+r+l~ K Q;,, when j<K-h. 
(1.c) i+jzh, ,Q/(B’U @UA”) =O. 
Case 2: IEA. 
(2.4 i+j<h, Q,(B’U WkJAm)=~i+,+,. 
(2.b) i+jrh, Q,(B’U WJUAm)=~2h_K+1. 
Q~+,+, is greater than or equal to @2h_K+l because when r=O, i<2h-K; when 
r>O, r=j-(K-h), but i+r=i+j-(K-h)<h-(K-h)=2h-K. 
Case 3: Ie YU T. 
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(3.a) 
(3-b) 
i+j<h, j<K-h (note that r= 0, q = j), 
Qr(B’U WjUAm)=(j+ 1 +m)@i+l-(j+m)@i+l=@i+]. 
i+j<h, j?K-h (note that q=K-h, r20), 
e,(B’UW’UAm)=ei+,+1+(K-h+m)~i+,+2-(K-h+m)ei+,+1 
=(K_h+m)Qi+,+2-(K_h_l+m)Qi+,+1. 
Again, by applying the proposition, we get 
h-m 
er=- K @i+r+l. 
Since (h - m)/Kzs 1 and pi+,+ 1 SQi+ 1 the condition Qi+ 1 L ((h - m)/K)ei+,+ 1 is 
always satisfied. 
(3-c) i+jrh, @[(B’U Fv UAm) = 0. 
Therefore, the function is submodular and nondecreasing. 
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